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NEW QUESTION: 1
Where do you verify that UserDirectory is enabled?
A. Verify that Security Gateway &gt; General Properties &gt;
UserDirectory (LDAP) &gt; Use UserDirectory (LDAP) for Security
Gateways is checked
B. Verify that Global Properties &gt; Authentication &gt; Use
UserDirectory (LDAP) for Security Gateways is checked

C. Verify that Global Properties &gt; UserDirectory (LDAP) &gt;
Use UserDirectory (LDAP) for Security Gateways is checked
D. Verify that Security Gateway &gt; General Properties &gt;
Authentication &gt; Use UserDirectory (LDAP) for Security
Gateways is checked
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
To prepare the remote application launch, the System, Webview
component calls an intermediary service that prepare the remote
web application call. The code snippet is given below:
At run time, the system.Webview component sends the
intermediary service a POST request. Which three options are
true for the POST payload generated based on the code?
A. The key names match the name of the dialog flow variables
configured in the "sourceVariableList" property of the
system.webview component.
B. There is no such webview.onDone property passed to the
payload.
C. The webview.onDone parameter is automatically added to the
payload and it passes the skill's callback URL property to the
web application.
D. The POST payload is a JSON object that contains an array of
key-value pairs.
E. Bot designer is responsible to manually add the
webview.onDone parameter to the payload.
Answer: C,D,E

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which two statements about VRRP are true? (Choose two.)
A. It supports both MD5 and SHA1 authentication.
B. The TTL for VRRP packets must be 255.
C. Its IP address number is 115.
D. It is assigned multicast address 224.0.0.9.
E. Three versions of the VRRP protocol have been defined.
F. It is assigned multicast address 224.0.0.8.
Answer: B,F
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